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Palm oil- Used in food, household cleaners, hair products, etc. The 

source of palm oil is a major cause of deforestation.

Deforestation- The permanent destruction of forests so that land can 

be used for other purposes. 

Burning of peat-A precious, carbon rich vegetation that is decaying 

and destroyed due to preparations of palm oil plantations.





Malaysia and Indonesia- Countries that grow palm oil plantations

Malaysia was thought to be cleaner, more sustainable form of energy 

since it comes from a plant.

Indonesia- palm oil production is the leading cause of deforestation.

President of Indonesia ordered a moratorium on destruction of forests.

Failed, illegal plantations are still being grown.







It is not man made because humans are the reason that deforestation is 

happening.

This monument will be in the form of a mini plantation that would be 

started by people of the community. 

A way to symbolize the negative impacts that palm oil plantations have.

 The monument would be placed in the middle of a deforested area. 

The reason being so that people are forced to see the destruction all 

around them.





It is improbable because there is no way to sustain life on land that has 

been burned in preparation for the plantations or after the plantations 

are destroyed

The soil would have to have elements that the carbon rich soil had. It 

must be able to withstand the damage that was done by burning peat 

lands



This monument is different in that there is not set location for it. 

It is meant to inspire people to learn more about what is happening to 

the environment. It also challenges them to take a stance

People will be able to see and interact with it from close up or far away. 

This is another way to symbolize that the effects of deforestation are al-

ways present whether we can see them directly or not.



Land would have to be bought from the plantation owner (presumably a 

large company)

There would be little maintenance required as these palm trees are able 

to grow in this environment.

The new harmless “mini plantation” would be grown planted by volun-

teers.


